LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:

Central Region
POLY PROCESSING

NOTES:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MOLD & CONDITIONS PREVAILING DURING MANUFACTURE & USAGE.
3. FOR TANK TANK TO SAFETY DRAWING DETAIL.

CALCULATED CAPACITY 1950 GALLONS

CONFLICTIVE PROPERTY OF

1950 OPEN TOP TANK

1550 GALLON OUTER SAFE-TANK

15X4

REVISION B ADDED FITTING NOTE BY MBW 4/16/03 CKJB
REV "A" MODIFICATION TO MOLD BY MBW 3/21/02 CKJB